Arizona Council on Economic Education Lending Library
Click Here for Lessons ACEE offers text and video resources for teachers of grades 6-12 or for teacher reference, available on loan at no cost (return mailing provided). All videos include a student viewing guide and many text resources include reading guides.

U.S. Mint – H.I.P. Pocket Change
H.I.P. Pocket Change provides lesson plans and resources to teach financial literacy and U.S. history to elementary students.

About Geography
Includes geographic information and maps about every country and state as well as a vast resource for students and others interested in geography.

Arizona Geographic Alliance GeoMath Program
The GeoMath Program offers over eighty K-8 geography lessons integrated with the Arizona Math Standard. Each lesson offers real life examples for learning geography concepts and math skills.

Arizona Geographic Alliance GeoLiteracy Program with ELL Adaptations
The GeoLiteracy Program offers over eighty K-8 Geography lessons with Ell adaptations which are aligned to the Arizona Social Studies Standard. Each lesson integrates reading and writing skills, also aligned to the Arizona standards.

Arizona Geographic Alliance Maps
The Arizona Geographic Alliance and ASU’s School of Geographical Sciences have collaborated to produce outline and thematic maps and provide them to teachers for classroom use without any copyright restrictions.

Historic Maps in K-12 Classrooms
This resource for K-12 teachers and students developed by the Newberry Library is designed to bring historically significant map documents into your classroom. On the site are high quality images of historic map documents that illustrate the geographical dimensions of American history. Each map is accompanied by lesson plans written for
four grade levels and designed to support a variety of social studies, history, and geography curricula.

- **Maps ETC.**
  A collection of over 5,000 historic maps for students and teachers. A friendly license allows teachers to use up to 25 maps in non-commercial school projects without further permission.

- **Mission Geography**
  Provides curriculum support materials that link the content, skills, and perspectives of the National Geography Standards with the missions, research, and science of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

- **National Geographic Society**
  Lessons, activities, and maps about geography and culture around the world.

- **Teaching Geography to Diverse Learners**
  Available as 10 online workshops, each segment gives teachers ideas on how to teach geography to diverse learners (ELLs as well as students in Special Education classes). Teachers participating in these virtual workshops can earn recertification hours from the Arizona Geographic Alliance.